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From the Chairman
The Old Boys have witnessed,
or at least in some form,
the impact this year has had
on the school and the
entire WHPS community. The
WHPS staff are to be lauded
for
their
unprecedented
commitment to keeping the
wheels of education greased
and turning. The School has
done its best at ensuring that
the WHPS community stays
positive, gets creative and learns from this difficult epoch in
our history. Igniting WHPSians imaginations and continuing
to instil the love of learning, notwithstanding this immensely
difficulty period, the Old Boys owe a debt of gratitude and
pay homage to our WHPS Staff. To Mr Whitelaw and the
WHPS Staff who have been instrumental and have
sacrificed much to ensure the well-being of pupils and
parents alike, we salute you. To the extended management
at EXCO and Council, the Old Boys salute you. You have all
demonstrated the true ethos of WHPS.
Report back on functions and events
The Class of 2015 leavers were hosted by the School on
2 October. The event was indeed a success. The Old Boys
would like to thank the School for all the effort that goes into
arranging this very important and worthwhile reunion. It is
truly an affirmation that embodies the continued relationship
WHPS has with its leavers. Knowing that WHPS still shares
a strong bond with its Old Boys, is vital in harnessing
continued and growing support from its Alma Mater.
On the 10th October we had a very successful Prawn Braai
with approximately seventy-five people in attendance.
Although the demand for tickets was high, it was deemed
prudent to restrict the number of tickets sold in order to
effectively adhere to social distancing protocols. I’d like to
thank, in particular, Andrew and Christopher Delaney, Greg
Shaw, Jaco Hauptfleisch and Dave Viney for helping to set
up and cook prawns on the evening.
15 October - Saw the Big Walk. Evidently, the boys weren't
too happy with a stroll. A brisk walk ensued and ultimately
by lap three, some boys were in hypersonic gear - sprinting
as time fleeted. Definitely an entertaining spectacle. Furthermore, and bankrolled by members of the WHPS Council, the
Headmaster enthusiastically slipped on his running shoes
and completed seven laps - much to the disappointment of
those anticipating an economical sponsorship. Well done Mr
Headmaster and thank you for whole-heartedly supporting
the WHPS Old Boys in their fund-raising initiatives.
On the 5th November, the Old Boys held their 56th AGM.
To my knowledge, this was the first time an Annual General
Meeting was held virtually. As a result of the global
pandemic, it is increasingly difficult to predict what an Old
Boys’ meeting will look like in the years to come. Let us just

hope and pray it will happen in the dining hall once again.
With over thirty-six Old Boys in attendance, from all over
the world, it was a magnificent display of passion and
enthusiasm. It was such a pleasure to witness the animated
discussions both during the formal part of the AGM and
the informal session thereafter, tinged with goodnatured humour. We are encouraged to see five new
nominations for the WHPS Old Boys’ Committee and I am
positive that these individuals will re-invigorate the
Committee with new ideas, and spark greatly needed
awareness among the tenderfoots. The previous Committee
was re-elected.

On the 11th November, at 11am, the school paid tribute to
our fallen Old Boys, and of course others. We thank Gordon
Delaney and Shannon Armer for their musical contribution
and Father Samuel Isaacs for the prayer offered at this
solemn occasion
In a year characterised by uncertainty, anxiety and
economic upheaval, the Old Boys came together as a
beacon of hope. An unprecedented and extraordinary
bursary approval at our second Old Boys meeting,
supplemented by a very generous and benevolent
complementary donation by Mr Chamberlain, strengthened
the coffers considerably for 2021. This was truly outstanding
and heart-warming. Many more families will find comfort in
knowing that their children will now be able to finish their
prep-school career at WHPS, thanks to this bursary fund.
On the financial front, a big thanks to Greg Shaw, our
Treasurer, for all his hard work, in keeping our books up to
date and managing the Old Boys investments.
Lastly, as an Old Boys’ Committee, we pay tribute to the
school community and are very thankful to the Headmaster
and Chairman of Council for their tireless contributions to
the well-being of WHPS. We are also very appreciative of
the tremendous work that has been done in the background
through the school’s marketing department led by
Samantha Viney and ably assisted by Natasha
Hauptfleisch. I would also like to take this opportunity to
sincerely thank every member of the Old Boys’ Association.
The continued success of this Association is exemplified by
your dedication to WHPS. In keeping with the spirit of
life-long journeys, every Grade 7 pupil will be invited to a
reunion cocktail party in his Grade 12 year. These Old Boys
are encouraged to make every effort to attend this function.
This is a great opportunity to rekindle old friendships and
stay in touch with former classmates, the Old Boys’
Association, and the School.
To the Grade 7 leavers, I wish you everything of the best at
your high schools. Continue to make us proud. Cherish the
years you spent at WHPS, hold your heads up high and live
by the school motto: “Work Hard Play Straight”.
I would especially like to take this opportunity to sincerely
thank every active member of the Old Boys’ Association.
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From the Chairman - continued
The continued success of this Association is exemplified by
your dedication to this school. Your support and
encouragement during my tenure as your Chairman is
greatly valued and appreciated
Fellow Old Boys, let us continue to provide additional
assistance to support the WHPS community. We ask
that you all come forward and offer whatever
support, assistance (financial or otherwise), and ideas you
may have for the future of our
Association on its
benevolent mission.
Enough said ! If you have not been receiving notifications
from the school, or copies of previous editions of this
Chronicle,
please
contact
Natasha
Hauptfleisch
(oldboys@whps.co.za). Include in your e-mail your full
names, date of birth, start and end dates at WHPS, work

and cell phone numbers as well as the name of the high
school you attended. Alternatively, you can update your
information
by
visiting
the
school’s
website
(www.whpsschool.com/old-boys-association/), or make use
of the following Google Form: WHPS Old Boys News/
Successes/Updates
Please forward a copy of this Chronicle to any Old Boy with
whom you are still in touch, kindly copy in Natasha on your
email. In conclusion, I invite all the WHPS Old Boys to
follow and interact with the school on Social Media. Links to
all the pages are available on the last page of the Chronicle.
A link to the WHPS Old Boys’ AlumNet website is also
included on the last page.
Andy Papadopulo
WHPS Old Boys Chairman

From the Headmaster
Dear WHPS Old Boys
My message to you this year
includes my Headmaster's
Report
for
the
2020
Prize-Giving and Speech Day
Booklet.
As I write my annual report
for 2020, it dawns on me
that this cannot be an
ordinary report. This has
been an extraordinary year. It
has been a year that will be
remembered in the annals of history for our school, country
and the world. It has been said that COVID-19 is the
worst global crisis since World War II.
In January I spoke with conviction and passion about the
prospect of 2020 being an exciting year filled with promise.
We introduced our theme for the year with Louis Armstrong’s
beautiful song, What a Wonderful World. Little did I
realise just how exceptional the year would be - just how
extraordinary.
Our humanity and our ability to reach out to people in need
has been tested. We have learnt to slow down and
reconnect with our families, our spouses, our children. It has
taken a worldwide pandemic to make the world population
stop, reassess and think. Extensive action has been
required... action to ensure the safety of all people.
We cherish our WHPS family, our human connections and
our relationships with friends and family. And we as

WHPSians have certainly stood together! In a year of
change, challenge and a focus on belonging and inclusion,
the school has continued to be fully committed to ensuring
this feeling of inclusion in the WHPS family and to embrace
the values of our school. These values speak strongly
against discrimination, racism or exclusion. Those who have
been part of our educational journey at WHPS will attest to
the commitment of our pupils, parents and staff to this end.
Our Executive Committee of Council has led the ‘charge’
with their support of the school. The Chairman, Mr Robin
Buckley has always put the boys, and little girls, of WHPS
first. Likewise, his committee has been magnificent. Mr
Dawie Chamberlain has planned extensive financial support
for WHPS parents who are in need at this time. Together
with his Finance Committee and the Bursar, Mrs Rossouw,
Mr Chamberlain, Messrs Sawyer, Stoffels, Heunis, and Mrs
Ross have kept the finances as a top priority. Susan
Rossouw has been outstanding, with her astute control, care
and management of the school funds. The school has
capped and reduced all expenditure. Every cent of the
school fees has been carefully considered before being
used.
The maintenance of the school estate has required tight
management. My thanks go to Dave Sawyer and our
excellent Estate Manager, Rob Watson who has been well
assisted by the support staff.
We are appreciative of our Old Boys who, under the
leadership of Andy Papadopulo, have provided support and
guidance. The WHPS Old Boys are more than just a group
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From the Headmaster - continued
of men who talk about the good old days, but rather men of
action. They have made significant funds available, through
the Old Boys Bursary Fund, to support current WHPS
families who will require assistance over the next year as we
continue to feel the effects of the pandemic. An individual
donor, Mr Dawie Chamberlain - also an Old Boy, has
generously matched this figure, and the school will provide
further assistance, being prepared to borrow funds when
necessary to ensure that genuine cases of need amongst
our WHPS family are supported.
The Chairman of the Parents’ Association, Rory Richardson,
has performed his role superbly, being the voice of the
parents, making EXCO aware of opinions, having the
responsibility of serving on Council, and supporting the staff
and the school.
The teachers have given every ounce of energy, effort and
enthusiasm to ensure that our children have not missed a
beat regarding the academic year, from a content, learning
and teaching point of view. Some children have thrived on
the WHPS Online Teaching and Learning programme
(WOTL). Face-to-face learning is however, first prize and
we take pleasure in, and treasure, the interaction and
collaboration between teachers and pupils. When working
online, the children have been able to cover an enormous
amount of work content. Assessing some areas of this work
has been quite different and challenging, but we continue to
improve and use innovative methods to achieve this aspect
of our educational offering.
I salute all our teachers – they have been magnificent in
every way. What organisation could move from face-to-face
teaching to online teaching in two days? Our WHPS
teachers did this! I express my gratitude to every member of
our academic and administrative staff for their role during
this extremely difficult and challenging time.
Our Deputy Head Academics, Brigitte Theunissen, has been
outstanding. She worked tirelessly to achieve our goal of
providing effective teaching and learning – no matter the
circumstances. Travis Flude, the Head of our Information
Technology Department has been “simply the best” as he
implemented our WOTL platform and continued to revise,
adapt and improve it over time. These few words do not tell
the whole story; however, these two individuals have been
amazing as they executed exceptional plans while providing
support for the teachers, parents and pupils.
Amidst the teaching and learning - WOTL, Zoom, Google
Meet, MS Teams, Seesaw and prep sheets - our safety
protocols including lockdown regulations, curfew, masks,
shields, sanitiser and social distancing were the order of the
day! Our Task Team was magnificently led by Ryan
Sweetlove. He was at the top of his game at every turn,
paying attention to detail, acquiring medical advice,
knowledge and research and making decisions in the best
interests of the WHPS family. Ryan Sweetlove was ably
assisted by Rob Neilson and Rob Watson who were tasked
with implementing the protocols, writing up the internal plans
and day-to-day running of the school under the threat of

Covid-19. The Task Team includes Nicola Branch, Nkoto
Modiba, Linene Neilson, Jane Sweetlove, Garth Turvey and
Penny Wiele, who continue to meet in order to guide decision
making since our return to onsite schooling. Ryan Sweetlove
and I are indebted to Dr Zaeem Ebrahim and Dr Roelof
van der Merwe. We thank these exceptional men for their
expertise, guidance, time and energy. They have been
careful and cautious, as the situation required; they provided
us with the bare facts and the honest truth; and yet have
remained positive and encouraging as they assisted us in our
preparation for the ongoing battle against the Covid-19 virus.
The school thanks you, Zaeem and Roelof.
Our WHPS parents have faced the pandemic with great
fortitude. You have felt the fear of the virus, the uncertainty of
the pandemic, the impact of the lockdown on the economy
and the anxiety for your family’s health. On top of this, you
have assisted your children as they continued to learn in a
very different way to what they were accustomed. I thank you
for your extensive support of your children, and for the many
hours that you have put into this collaborative process. I truly
appreciate your support of the teachers, your encouragement
of me, personally, and ultimately the school.
Rene van Straten, Chairperson of the Family Forum, said
that she was looking for ways of expressing “genuine
gratitude” for fellow WHPSians. I wish to express my sincere
thanks to you the parents of WHPS. Your actions speak of
this - messages of support and encouragement to our
teachers, emails of thanks and congratulations, words of
appreciation during the morning screening process, ribbons
on the gates welcoming the staff back on campus and acts of
gratitude and kindness towards teachers and staff. Ladies
and gentlemen, I appreciate you taking the time to express
your words of gratitude.
Finally, to the boys of WHPS, and of course to the little girls
in the Whippets, I am most impressed by your resilience
during this time. You have continued to learn, and remained
positive and accepting of the circumstances. Your year has
been affected in every way, and yet you have continued to
strive to do your best. Grade Sevens, your final year at
WHPS has been disrupted, yet you are young men of
substance and you have made the most of it. Your teachers
have provided you with wonderful opportunities and you have
grasped them with both hands!
2020 will stand out in world history. Our WHPSians have
made it an outstanding year by being prepared and willing to
recognise that it is still a wonderful world – A world we can
be happy and proud of if we face our trials and tribulations
with a positive attitude and fighting spirit. Congratulations on
making the very best of the most trying of times.
May God bless you as He holds you in the palm of His hand.
Mark Whitelaw
Headmaster
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Leadership 2021
Congratulations to the following boys who have been awarded Leadership
Roles for 2020

Pretoria Boys
High School

Paul Roos
Gymnasium

Callum Steyn

Connor Magill

Gabriel Pate

School Prefect

School Prefect

School Prefect

Michael House

St Alban’s College

Luke Larsen

Jason Makhele

Alexander Vermeulen

Yaaseen Mohanlall

Max Sterne

School Prefect

School Prefect

School Prefect

Head of House
Knapp-Fisher

Deputy Head of House
Knapp-Fisher

Gus de Villiers

Aiden Mason

Sello Stone-Mboweni

Antony Gutter

Mark Clifford

House Prefect - Pascoe

House Prefect - Farfield

House Prefect - Tatham

Head of Culture

Day Boy CSP
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Tribute to Abiot Kobue
It is with great sadness that we inform you of the passing of Mr Abiot
Kobue, on Tuesday, 8 September 2020. Mr Kobue will be sorely
missed by the WHPS family – staff, boys, parents and Old Boys.
Mr Kobue spent 35 years serving WHPS, where he started working
in September 1985. The gardens that he lovingly tended will be a
daily reminder of him, with the beautiful roses in our front gardens full
of beautiful buds at this time of year. His happy demeanour and his
cheerful greetings uplift us each day.
Our sincere condolences are extended to the Kobue family and we
ask that you hold them in your thoughts and prayers at this most
trying of times. Abiot leaves behind his wife and three sons.
We thank Abiot for his loyal and committed service to our school and
the entire WHPS Family.
Sincerely
Mark Whitelaw

Abiot was such a loyal and friendly
member of the community.

A stalwart, always with a happy
face and a ready solution. Please
send my condolences to his family.

Blessings on the family.

I remember Abiot with great
affection; he was always so kind
and friendly, with a ready smile.
Much love to his family.

Regards

Neil Smith

Doran Herringer

Duncan Sinclair

Such sadness.

He was a most cheerful and friendly
character and I am sure will be
missed by the whole school
community.
He was our gardener for all our
years at WHPS, and despite having
some doubts about his dreadlocks
initially (!) we really grew to
appreciate and respect him.

That is very sad news indeed - I
started at WHPS at much the same
time as Abiot and can still remember
him fondly.
Please do let his family know that our
thoughts, love and prayers are with
them.

Elaine Cornish

Kempley Smith

Extremely sad indeed. We send our
condolences to the family. He was a
wonderful and friendly gentleman,
he will be remembered for his
wonderful work. May his soul rest in
eternal peace.

Gavin Sinclair
This is sad news indeed about Mr
Abiot Kobue, may his soul rest in
peace and rise in glory.
Condolences and prayers of
strength to the Kobue family.
Kind regards,

We are so upset and sad to hear
about Mr Kobue. Such a happy and
friendly man. We were very fond of
him. Always smiling and friendly.
We are thinking of his family during
this very sad time.
The Worms family

Lemao Ditodi
What a phenomenal man he was!
Always chatting about his boys.
Such a proud Dad! His kindness
and loving heart will always shine
through in his beautiful roses!!
Susan Heger

Returning to WHPS will never be the
same for me. He would always be
the first to greet me! Such very sad
news. My deepest condolences to
his family. Rest In Peace dear Abiot!

Abiot was a delightful man. He
washed my car every Friday while I
was teaching at WHPS. He always
had a smile and a joke.
Condolences to his family.
RIP Abiot.
Gill Buchholtz

From Legodi family

What a loss to us all! Abiot was such
a dear, loving man...always willing
to assist us, wherever help was
needed. Friendly and jovial, he loved
tending his roses, taking pride in the
beautiful gardens at our lovely little
school. WHPS will miss him
enormously and my thoughts and
prayers go to his family at this sad
time. RIP dear Abiot.
Jeannie Rodger
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Tribute to Reineth Mohlamonyane
I would like to express our sincere condolences on the passing of
one of our WHPS family members, Mrs Reineth Mohlamonyane,
fondly known as Meisie.
Meisie retired from WHPS at the end of 2018 after 29 years of
service and was enjoying her retirement very much. Meisie’s
happy, effervescent and larger than life personality was missed in
our kitchen and Dining Hall. She slipped away, quietly, in her sleep
in the early hours of Sunday 1 November at the age of 62 years
old. Meisie has certainly left a big void in her family’s life. The
WHPS family prays for her loved ones during this very sad time.
Sincerely
Mark Whitelaw

This is such sad, sad news.
RIP Meisie and sending condolences
to her family.
Neil Taylor

My deep condolences to the lady
who made my boarding days
hundreds of kilometers away from
my family that much easier. Rest In
Peace “money meise

Rest in price Mma Meisie. You
were a splendid woman!
Kgosi Mabotja

Phangisa Matsebula
Dear Meisie, such a ray of sunshine
who lit up the school with her smile.
I am so sad your retirement was so
short, Meisie. Deepest condolences
to her family. May her soul rest in
peace.

She was such a strict but loving
mum. Rest In Peace.
Tiego van Carter

Sadick Ali

Pat Henson

What a gem... She will be sorely
missed. God has saved a special
place in heaven for you, Meisie.
Andy Papadopulo

She was such a special lady. Such a
warm, kind person.

She made home that was far away
feel so close in the boarding house!
This year I learned of her loss and
Matron Cooks. My heart couldn't be
heavier. My condolences and love
to the WHPS family.

My deepest condolences to all
Meisie's family and her friends. What
a shock to hear of her sudden
passing.....I am so sad that she
didn't get to enjoy her retirement and
well-deserved rest. Always smiling
and cheerful, she will be fondly
remembered by so many of the
WHPS family. RIP dear Meisie....we
will miss you.
Jeannie Rodger

Courtney Dreyer

So so sorry to see this. Meisie was
such a wonderfully cheerful and
positive presence on the staff
throughout our years at WHPS.
Condolences and best wishes to
her family from Mary and me.
Gavin Sinclair

Sending love and condolences to
her family and the WHPS family.
Patti Coleman-van Der Ploeg

May her soul rest in eternal peace.

Condolences to her dear family.
She will be missed by all.

Mokoto Seleke

Elizabeth Jardim

Condolences to her family. God
bless her precious soul.

An amazing lady. Condolences to
her family and friends.

Heartfelt condolences to Meisie's
family. We had such wonderful
chats in our time at WHPS. She
taught me so many things about
sacrifice and sharing.

Val Tzircalle

Marc Fourie

Elaine Cornish
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Meet the Committee
Andy Papadopulo
Chairman

Don MacRobert
President

Class of 1992

Class of 1951

Andy attended WHPS
from 1985 - 1992. I
have spent almost 15
years on the committee.
My wife, Chantel, and I
have two girls. Fabiana,
8, is at our sister
school, St Mary's DSG,
and Rafaella is at nursery school. I am currently
studying towards a Doctorate in Neuromarketing
My favourite WHPS memory?

My favourite moments at WHPS - singing hyms in
assembly. We used to get up to mischief...

I am very fortunate,
indeed, to have known
all the ten Heads at the
school.
My favourite WHPS
memory?
The happiest days of
my life, echoed by so
many others.
A wonderful school.
Paul Head
Secretary

Class of 1992

Sedise Moseneke
Vice-Chairman
Class of 1988

Council Member since
2018.

Robin Bucley
Chairman of Council
Honorary

Council Member since
1998.

Greg Shaw
Treasurer

Class of 1994
Greg attended WHPS from
1987 - 1994. He completed his
Matric Certificate at Pretoria
Boys High in 1999. Greg went
on to study at TUKS from 2000
- 2003. He is currently active
in the Telecommunications
Industry and resides in Jhb.

My favourite WHPS memory?
Music class with Mr Wolhuter.

I started WHPS in 1985 in Grade
0 under the Headmastership of
Mr Patrick Hamilton. I have very
many fond and
wonderful
memories growing up in a School
which has retained its wonderful
culture over the past 35 years
since I started there, but grown
so considerably into the wildly
sophisticated institution that it is today from substantially
simplistic beginnings. I finished Grade 7 at WHPS in 1992
where I then completed my High School career at St
Albans’ College, finishing matric in 1997 and a 6th form
year following that at St Alban’s in 1998.
I returned to WHPS in 1999 as a sports coach, my
primary focus being Squash, but was involved with all
age groups coaching Cricket, Hockey and Football. I
coached at WHPS for 4 years whilst I furthered my
studies before I began my working career.
I joined the WHPS Old Boys’ committee in approximately
2005 and have served on the committee now for +-15
years, including 3 years on the WHPS Council.
WHPS has been my way of life for a little over 35 years
now. My son started in Whippets in Grade 000 in 2019 so
there are many more years to go.
My favourite WHPS memory?
There are so many to isolate a favourite memory. I think
most notably were the School camps and outings which I
remember most fondly in my senior school years. Outings
such as Grahanstown festival and the Bushman’s River
holiday camps for the Grade 6’s and 7’s that we used to
spend at Mr Doran Herringer’s house near Bushman’s
River mouth were memories that will last forever.
Most recently my son starting in Grade 000 and Whippets
is my most recent fond memory and most gratifying
having started that journey all over again.
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Meet the Committee
Devin Allen

John Allen

Class of 2015

Honorary

-Ruddell House
-Provincial Hockey
2016-2020
-Pretoria Boys High
School Prefect
I have almost finished
my final year of school
and plan to study civil
engineering
at
the
University of Pretoria next year. I enjoy any form of
outdoor activities especially when I'm with my
mates.
My favourite WHPS memory?

Spending full Saturdays up on the main oval
enjoying time with all my cricket teammates, on

Darius Law
Class of 1994

Sohail Carim
Class of 1993

John matriculated at Kingswood College in 1971.
Although keen to pursue studies in physical
education – being a keen cricketer and rugby player – he was told that “sport held no future” and
started out his working life in the family art and
stationery supply business, D Clark, founded by
his maternal grandmother in the 1930’s. John
was then introduced to the commercial property
business and went on to
open his own company,
Next Properties.
His sons, Anthony, Devin and
Scott all “attended” WHPS.
(One doesn’t just “attend”
WHPS. One lives it!)
My favourite WHPS memory?

Favourite memories of WHPS include those of Jim
Fish sitting next to him while waiting for his parents
to fetch him after school – no matter how late –
and calling out “Allen-McGregor-Marmalade
Mamma Pappa, Mamma Pappa!” when they
arrived; gluing his teacher, Mrs Human, to her
chair; immersing himself in WHPS sport; and the
friendships that have endured to this day.

Dawie Chamberlain
Class of 1989

David Chamberlain is a born and bred Pretorian, and proud of it. After five
wonderful years at Hilton (1959 – 1963), a year in the Air Force Gymnasium and four
demanding years at UCT (BComm, BA(Hons) Econ), he moved back to
Pretoria and has worked in the family hardware business ever since.
He retired as Chairman of St Mary’s DSG in 1998 having served on that Board for
18 years. He was on the board of Hilton College, Natal for 12 years, Chairman of
Buildings and Grounds Committee. He has been on the Board of Waterkloof House
Preparatory School for 40 years and was Chairman for some of that time.
His passion for conservation has led to his involvement on the Board of Birdlife
South Africa and the sponsorship of several bird guides.
He is far too young to retire, and enjoys making forays to the wild parts of Africa
and the other continents.
Road running and fly fishing take up more of his time. He never stops singing,
opera being his particular passion.
My favourite WHPS memory?
“Finding newly exposed stone age implements in the banks of the Hartbeespruit after a massive flood with Tony Brink”.
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Meet the Committee
Blain de Villiers

Andrew Delaney

Class of 1982

Class of 2011

A product of WHPS and St Alban's College, Blain obtained his US High School Diploma after graduating,
post-Matric, from Newport Harbor High School in the
sunny vale of Newport Beach, California. He holds BA
(Law) (UCT) and LLB (Tuks) degrees, is an admitted
Attorney of the High Court of South Africa, a qualified
Trade Mark Practitioner and a Fellow of the South
African Institute of Intellectual Practitioners (SAIIPL).

I left WHPS in 2011, graduated from Pretoria Boys
High School in 2016, and very recently, this previous
year, I completed a BA in
Visual Communication. I
now work in Belleville, Cape
Town, as a Web Developer
and User Interface Designer
for an advertising agency
called Fishgate Advertising.

Blain practises as a Partner in the Trade Mark
Department of the international law firm of Adams &
Adams, where (pre-Covid) he used to work out of the
Pretoria Office but now shares a study at his home with
a snoring Staffie and an indolent Ridgeback, opening
the gate for a plethora of bothersome online deliveries
during the endless, ongoing lockdown era…
Having a variety of outside interests, including most
sports, reading, history, conservation, wildlife, birds/
twitching, hunting, shotguns and clay pigeon shooting,
Blain is not shy to experience the odd fall off a mountain
bike or a slow jog around the neighbourhood and
also enjoys a wide variety of music and travel. He
gyms regularly and, time permitting, enjoys a round of
golf, a game of squash
or cricket, loves board
games and the sublime
somnambulance of a
day off, fishing.
He is known to enjoy the
odd vintage wine and an
evening at the theatre,
but is equally at home
quaffing beer and wolfing down biltong at Loftus or
Supersport Park, cheering on the conquering Bulls or
Titans, select family members in tow. Blain is happily
married with two huge hooligan sons, both WHPS Old
Boys and currently happily shining in high school at
Michaelhouse, as also a gorgeous, feist daughter who,
unsurprisingly for an early teen, actually knows
everything.
My favourite WHPS memory?
A toss up between enjoying milk (in tiny blue plastic
mugs) and sarmies at break time under the huge old
tree (since removed) below the “Gradies” Block; the
countless captivating tales of ‘Avonture van Bof
Bezuidenhout’ in Afrikaans class from Kobus “Snys”
Snyman (only when everybody got 80%+ for the weekly
speeling test); Michael “Dribs” de Lisle, falling asleep in
class while marking exam papers, after hours of
engaging stories of his time in captivity in Italy during
WWII, inadvertently drawing a fat red line right through
Quan’s flawless Maths Paper; and building forts from
the cut grass of Pops Field, down at the bottom corner
of the school, with Jim “Fish” Manala keeping a wary
eye.

My favourite WHPS
memory?
It is a little difficult for me to
pick out a favourite memory
from my days at WHPS; it was still within this decade
that I left the school, and so there are many to choose
from.
If I were to pick one, it would have to be the night of
my Grade 7 School Leavers’ Dinner. It was such an
amazing night filled with many mixed emotions. All the
boys were buzzing with immense excitement for our
upcoming adventures, backed by a hint of fear around
having to leave a school we grew so comfortable in.
Nonetheless, the evening was magical; sitting with our
parents and all the WHPS staff celebrating our past
few years at the school. And to finish the evening, with
customary WHPS tradition at the time, all the Grade 7
leavers, still in our uniforms, jumped into the pool. It
was in that moment my mind filled with memories of all
the special times I had at WHPS.

Gordon Delaney
Class of 1972

Gordon attended WHPS from
1966 to 1972. He completed
his Matric in 1977 at Pretoria
Boys High School.
Gordan served in the South
African Air Force from 1978 to
1983 and flew Harvards and
DC3s.
After that he has worked for
South African Airways from 1984 to 2020. Flying
Boeing 737s, 747s, Airbus 330s, 340s and 350s.
Gordon has been on the WHPS Old Boys’ Committee
since 1988
My favourite WHPS memory?
My favourite memory of WHPS is bringing my sons to
WHPS on their first day of school in their respective
years.
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Meet the Committee
Christopher Delaney

Zaeem Ebrahim

Class of 2013

Class of 1992

I was a student at WHPS from 2006 to 2013. I then
went on to Pretoria Boys High School and
matriculated in 2018. I grew fond of Ballroom and
Latin dancing while in the Dancing club at Boys
High and went back to
teach it in 2019. I was a
Scout for 6 years and
became a Rover in 2019.
My favourite WHPS
memory?

My fondest WHPS
memory was the 2018
Whoop-up.

Specialist Radiologist in
Private Practice.
Husband and Father of three.
Living in Pretoria.
My favourite WHPS memory?
Stand 4 Camp – Climbing
Magoebaskloof – October 1991

Iron Crown

in

Phangisa Matsebula
Class of 2001

Nii-Odartey Mills
Class of 2003

Nii-Odartey is the Director of Yadahsllim Trading
and Consulting where he is the head Chinese
business consultant. Having lived in China for 4
years and completing his MBA in Harbin Institute
of Technology business School has afforded him a
clearer perspective on doing business in China. He
also Co-Founded a street apparel company called
CHEFOBEAR. Nii-Odartey
keeps active by playing
football and squash.
My favourite WHPS
memory?

One of my favourite WHPS
memories was playing
Counter Strike with the
hostel mates after prep.

I am a former WHPSian on a
mission to have a net positive
effect on all interaction and
people I touch. WHPS and it’s
ethos of Work Hard Play Straight
has been instrumental in getting
me to where I am in life today
and gearing me up for a bright
future. My highest qualification
is Masters in Commerce from
WITS University and I am in the alcohol and
beverage industry.
My favourite WHPS memory?
Food, food and more food. I must say a lot of my
happy memories are around food. My happiest
memory was myself and Calvin sneaking out the
trap door in the dorms in order to go scavenge some
prawns from the annual Prawn braai. I recall a
gentleman with a large white beard being gracious
enough to look the other way while we dished up
some prawns and took them to the dorm to feast on
and share with our friends. As a foodie I must say I
always smile when I think back to Matron Crooks,
money Masie and bra Thomas’s meals.

Kevin Shaw
Class of 1964

WHPS boarder from 1960 to
1964. 34 years on Old Boys’
Committee. 6 years as
Chairman.

Bruce MacLachlan
Class of 1960

Peter Papadopulo
Honorary

Council
Member
since
1997

My favourite WHPS memory?

“Many Whoop Up’s” and Old
Boys get togethers with the
WHPS family.
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Trevor Moore

Chris Rodger

I was at WHPS for only one year (1963) for the
specific purpose of learning enough to write the
Common Entrance Exam. I must have passed
because the powers that be allowed me into
St. Andrews College in Grahamstown. We have a
family history at WHPS
– my cousin, brother
and son all benefited
from the very special
school that it is.
During my very busy
year academically, I
also managed to play
first team soccer, first
team rugby and second
team cricket. A highlight was taking 8 wickets
for 42 runs against St. John’s in Johannesburg.
Another vivid memory was seeing the inside of the
Headmaster’s fire place while I was receiving a
beating for some or other misdemeanour!
I was invited onto the Old Boys’ Committee in
1988/9 and have enjoyed being part of this
wonderful fellowship ever since. For my sins I
became Chairman of the Association and enjoyed
helping to organise the WHPS 75th Anniversary
celebrations.
I look forward to many more years of association
with a wonderful group of people.

I went on from WHPS to study at Treverton in
Natal
where
I
experienced
horseriding,
showjumping and a lot of outdoor pursuits in the
Drakensberg. Being skilled practically, I pursued
Plumbing back in Pretoria and from there went to
work in London more specifically the construction
of Canary Wharf. I then met my wife Angela and
we came back to Pretoria where I started my own
Plumbing firm. I have two beautiful children, Ewan
and Skye. Ewan now studies at WHPS.

Class of 1963

Neil Smith
Honorary

40 years of association with
WHPS which was attended by
sons and Old Boys, Warwick
and Kempley.
Daughter Rebecca-Lea was a
pupil of St. Mary's DSG.
Married to Helen for 50 years.
My favourite WHPS memory?

The words of a domestic
"Project Literacy" assistant who having attended
the educational night school classes for gardeners
and domestics held at
the school by staff
volunteers, orchestrated by the late Jenny Neser
and then Headmaster, Patrick Hamilton, upon
receiving her certificate of achievement remarked.
"When I enrolled for the course, I was blind, thanks
to WHPS, I can now see."

Class of 1986

My favourite WHPS memory?
My favourite memories were playing cricket and
hitting a six; and every year having a Polo fete
where people brought motorbikes and boats with
go-carting rides. It was a
very successful and festive
idea. It was run by Heather
MacRobert. Verona Cormack-Thomson and Patrick
Hamilton were my favourite
teachers. I had very happy
years at WHPS.

Dave Sawyer
Honorary

I am an honorary old boy
only so I did not attend the
school, however, my two
boys Guy and Matthew both
attended starting 1996 and
1998 and received in my
opinion the best possible
preparatory education.
I am Liverpudlian arrived in
SA 1975 stayed in
Cape
Town for a number of years then as a Mechanical
engineer joined a partnership in Joburg, moved
into retail twenty years ago and I’m still trying to
retire! My gorgeous wife Antoinette has stuck
around for 36 years and given me lots of very
special things - the best being two exceptional
boys
My favourite WHPS memory?
Antoinette and I have very fond memories of being
invited to attend many Grade 7 leavers’ dinners
over the last 20 years.
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Vincent Taylor

Neil Taylor

Born in Pretoria – 1943. Attended Miss Mickey’s
Pre-Primary then Brooklyn Primary School for two
years. College of the Little Flower, Pietersburg with two
cousins while parents visited relatives in the UK.
Thereafter 3 years at Christian Brothers College, Pta.
Attended WHPS 1956 to write the entrance exams for
Hilton College. Hilton College 1957 – 1961. First VIII
shooting team 59, 60, 61, First team hockey 59, 60, 61;
Natal Schools’ Hockey 1961.
Initial tertiary studies in Optometry at Johannesburg
Technicon for four years and on to the University of
Houston, Texas. Returned to Pretoria in late 1969 and
was invited to join the practice of J.L. Saks & Sons.
Became a partner in 1970 and still practicing at Saks
Taylor & Brauer Optometrists Inc.
Married Pamela Landey in 1968 and our two sons were
at WHPS Neil from 1978 (Michael de Lisle and Pat
Hamilton) until 1984, while Grant’s years at WHPS were
1982 (Pat Hamilton and Doran Herringer) to 1988. A
homeopath practising in East Grinstead, United
Kingdom. Both sons then on to Hilton College.
Grandsons: Dylan - WHPS 2012 to 2019. Currently at St
Alban’s College. Vaughan 2014 to the present.
Have enjoyed and participated in all aspects of fishing –
freshwater (mainly artificial lure), estuary, rod and surf,
as well as ski boat (deep sea), but enjoy fly fishing the
most. Often together with Dawie Chamberlain (1968)
and Mike Hyslop (1954).
Enjoyed all sports – played hockey (from 1960 – 2005)
Natal Schools, Northern Transvaal Country Districts (4
tournaments), while playing for Harlequins. Retired
from hockey in 2005 together with David Tindall (1955),
Philip and Dawie Chamberlain. Cycled for many years
completing 7 Argus Cycle Tours until 2 cycling accidents
ended my cycling career! Also, squash and golf
(intermittently).
Outdoor activities – “the bush”, and birding sometimes
with FDC. Have birded mainly in Southern Africa as far
north as Tanzania but have concentrated on Zambezi
River southward.
Pam and I have enjoyed 52
years of marriage and have
shared
in
numerous
memorable excursions.
Joined the WHPS Old Boys’
Committee in 1961 under the
Chairmanship
of
Don
MacRobert and then Mike
Hyslop. Past member of
WHPS Council and Past
Chairman of Old Boys
Association for two periods of
office and presently still
thoroughly enjoying serving
on this committee.

Neil attended WHPS for his
formative school years and
went on to high school at
Hilton College. He completed
his
Bachelor
of
Social
Science (Economics) degree
and his Bachelor of Laws
degree at the University of
Cape Town, during which
time he continued to play
hockey, cycle and scuba dive.
He was also a keen
proponent of WHPS’ moto
“work hard – play straight”,
especially when exploring the various attractions and
wine farms situated in and around the Cape Peninsula.

Class of 1956

Class of 1984

He completed his articles of clerkship and was
appointed as a Professional Assistant at Deneys Reitz
Inc. (now part of the Norton Rose Fulbright Group) and,
as an admitted attorney, was later seconded to
Slaughter and May, a Magic Circle law firm based in
London. He was subsequently admitted as a solicitor in
England & Wales, and practised in the London offices of
two large, US-headquartered law firms. He thereafter
worked at two large European hedge fund managers,
the larger of which had assets of US$14 billion under
management.
After more than 11 years in the UK, Neil and his young
family returned to SA in mid-December 2009. Shortly
after his return, he joined Adams & Adams as a partner.
In mid-2013 the entrepreneurial urges became too
much, so Neil left A&A to establish his own boutique law
firm, Taylor Attorneys.
Neil has been happily married to Helen for more than 16
years. They have two sons, the older of whom is a
WHPS Old Boy and pupil at St Alban’s College and the
younger of whom is a current pupil at WHPS. Neil’s
boys are also the third generation of WHPSians to
attend the School.
In addition, Neil is a past Chairman of, and has served
on, the WHPS Old Boys’ Committee for more than
30 years. He has also been a member of Council since
2012.
In his spare time, Neil can be found participating in trail
runs and marathons or riding his mountain bike. He is,
in addition, a passionate outdoorsman and enjoys
shooting, hunting, fly-fishing, bird-watching and trips to
the bush, mountains and beach.
My favourite WHPS memory?
Playing marbles with my mates behind the Archie
MacMillan Block, taking part in the “Ludi & Ludo” race
around the school grounds and participating in “scrags”
during break-time, when one of the boys threw marbles
into the air for the first/quickest boys who could catch
them… good times!!
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Andrew Gaylord
Class of 1996

Matriculated at St Alban’s.
Studied Field Guiding and
took tours all our South
Africa and Botswana,
Sailed across the Atlantic
Ocean and now running
the
Family
business
(Greensleeves Medieval
Kingdom)
Memories: Being on bell
duty in Grade 6

Kishan Jessa

Glenn McCreath
Class of 1964

A co-founder of MidCity Properties, engaged in
property administration and development.
Memories: The sporting activities and building dens.

Tony Godrich
Class of 1964

The greatest prep School in the country. Memories
of Lanion Hall [Wicket Keeper] and my leg spins,
both of us dazzling the opposition to not lose a
match in the year 1964. Our school plays organized
by Marion MacRobert were memorable. This school
shaped our lives positively forever after.

Class of 2003

Completed matric at Sutherland High School in
2008. Completed BSc Honors degree in Quantity
Surveying at the University of Pretoria in 2013.
Registered Quantity Surveyor with SACQSP in
2016 and with RICS in 2018. Living and working
within Gauteng since and
living and working in the
Caribbean during 2020 for
8 months. Back in SA since
October.
At 30 years old I am still
single without any children
just yet.
Keep in touch with a few of
the guys and always
attending Old Boys soccer
when I am available.
Memories: Endless soccer games during break
time and after school. Playing four square
whenever we could. The 2003 group who invented
the tennis ball pavement soccer and the memories
that came with it.

Xolani Bonga Simphiwe Nxumalo
Class of 1991

Went to St. Andrew’s College. Executive Director
of Pax Agricultural Co-Op in the poultry industry.
Executive Director Winch Components in the
mining engineering industry.
Memories: Vice Captain of the unbeaten 1991 1st
Team Soccer, Breaking the long jump record at
triangular meeting 1991, runner up singles tennis
final 1991.

First Team Cricket - 1991
Back row: T. Mahuma, Mr. A. Kruger,
C. Boshard, A. Cilliers, K. Koekemoer,
J. McCormick, A. Leith, T. Gill.
Seaterd: D. Helwick, T. Ramabulana,
B. Parham, X. Nxumalo, M. Mentis
Front row: T. Barber, M. Becker

Graham Miller
Class of 1952

After 2 decades of international geological exploration I joined the UN with postings of five years in Cambodia
and five years in Geneva. Worked in humanitarian emergency response, active in 43 countries in all.
Retired since 2002 and happily spend time golfing, fishing and gardening with my lovely wife Liz - married
now for 57 years. Qualified at Rhodes University with post grad studies at ITC in Holland, married in 1964
and have two daughters. I accepted a position of Senior Geologist in Australia and moved here in 1967.
Became Australian citizens in 1969. Now 81 years of age and still play four full games of golf a week and
walk the steep course!
Memories: Playing in the 1st XI with Eddie Barlow and Pat Hamilton and learning the fine art of becoming a
gentleman, with Mr. MacRobert’s guidance. Remember "Jim Fish" very well.
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Rob van der Merwe
Class of 1965

After military training left for USA on a university
swimming scholarship. Business executive (US
Corporations) now a retired (gentleman) avocado
farmer in Southern California
Memories: Jim Fish directing traffic at Memorial Gate
Planting (first) grass on Pops field. PT with Mr Muller. Eddie Barlow giving a talk. Group Captain Douglas Bader (Legless World War II pilot) giving a talk.
The tuck shop at break time. Playing ‘haasie’ during
exam time
Timi Ojeikere
Class of 2015

Kgomotso Sekgobela
Class of 1993

Discovered that only those who live a simple life
are free.
Went to PBHS, then studied engineering, worked
in corporate for a listed construction company and
now I'm an entrepreneur with interests in
construction, consulting engineering (EPC) and
agriculture.
Memories: Hanging with friends on the weekends
in the hostel, playing action cricket or football.
Most of which I now call brothers, Mpho Matlala,
Ntuba Matlou, Dumisani Ndlazi, Mphuphutani &
Kudusela Pitje and the late Motswaledi Marei
(May his should rest in peace).

I have graduated from High
School and will be attending
post secondary education.
I moved back to my country of
origin where I completed the
rest of my middle school
career. Then, finally moving
to Canada to start my High
school education.

First Team Cricket - 1993
M. Matlala, A. Cox, K. Sekgobela,
W. Kruger, M. Marei,
M. McCormick, R. Sterne,
G. Gilbert, M.P. Ferreira,
Mr. D. Herringer, P. Sampson,
N. Weetman, P. Karras

Memories: Going to Sun City with my friends, and
Music Tour
Matthew Sawyer
Class of 2005

Recently got engaged to be married. Graduated with an LLB and LLM specializing in
Intellectual Property (cum laude) from the University of Stellenbosch. Currently finalizing my
articles at Von Seidels IP Attorneys in Cape Town.
Memories: I distinctly remember playing cricket on the top field and driving the ball towards
(when I was there, Mr. Waters' classroom) and hearing the satisfying crash as the ball came
off the roof for 6. That, and using every ounce of strength to win a point at victoria (waterpolo
rugby) with Mr. Waters shouting from the edge of the pool.

Kempley Smith
Class of 1995

From WHPS I spent five fantastic years at Michaelhouse before heading for a Gap Year at Wellington College
in England. Unsure of what to study or where to go for university, I opted for a life of adventure by joining the
British Army and commissioned from the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst in to the Royal Green Jackets in
2003. I’ve had an exciting military career both on operations (in Northern Ireland, Afghanistan and Iraq) and
training (from the jungles of Borneo to the Nordic Fjords), as well as had the pleasure of continuing to play
cricket and rugby. I’m now studying a Masters of Defence Studies with King’s College London and am married
to Imogen, who works for Ernst & Young, with whom I have two beautiful six-year old identical twin girls.
Kempley was promoted to Lieutenant Colonel in the British Army on 7 September 2020.
Memories: School trips to Bushman’s River Mouth with the deputy head and cricket master, ‘’Sir” Herringer.
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I am not sure how many people associated with the school today
would remember the teachers and other staff of my era (1953-60), but
my affection for WHPS remains undimmed even sixty years after my
departure as a pupil.
Perhaps the most valuable lesson I learned at WHPS, in an era of rigid
apartheid, was the need to respect people on the basis of character,
not race.
One of the outstanding characters (among many) on the school staff
was the late Jim Manala, officially a mere servant but in fact
universally known as "Jim Fish". His rapport with the boys and
mischievous sense of humour had a lasting influence, I am sure, on
many of us.
The last time I saw him was in 1980, which was also the occasion of
Wendy's first visit to the school. I have to admit that I now feature
considerably more wrinkles and less hair than in the attached picture.
Private schools in South Africa have clearly borne a considerable
financial burden as Covid 19 takes its worldwide toll, and I hope that
WHPS will continue to thrive despite all the difficulties being
experienced.
With best wishes to all at the school.

Alan Fouche

Thank you for notifying us all about the death of Mr Abiot Kobue.
I did not have the privilege of knowing him, but was reminded of Jim Manala, also a lifelong, loyal staff member at WHPS.

As boy at WHPS, I loved his playful ways of governance from a subservient position.
As staff member he also had a very distinctive way of waking us up in time, and keeping us tidy, always with a humorous
dignity.
I had the privilege of getting to know him as a gentleman. He took up my offers to take him to the station for his leave
home to Potgietersrust, as it was then known. He would always be nattily dressed in a tweed jacket, immaculate grey trousers, hat, smart leather case, beautifully polished shoes, and umbrella.
We had some very perceptive chats.
Best wishes,
Andrew Swart
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Anglican Church Honours Don MacRobert
In an email dated 25 September 2020, the Head of the Anglican Church in South
Africa, Archbishop Thabo Makgoba, wrote congratulating Don MacRobert that the
Synod of Bishops had resolved the evening before, that they had agreed to
bestow on him The Order of St Cyrene. It is the highest Award by the Anglican
Church. This prestigious Award is bestowed to Laity for Distinguish Service. It is
named after Simon of Cyrene, The First African Saint.
The citation, as adopted by all the Bishops, noted his Pastoral services, including
his working in Soweto for 15 years for Doctor Nthato Motlana, and Archbishop
Desmond Tutu, for caring for the poor; Serving St Alban`s College, being the first
Anglican school to admit children of Colour, and the first school in the country to
initiate Outreach programmes for students from black schools. He has served as
Chancellor for the Diocese of Pretoria. Lately, he assisted the Archbishop in piloting
a unique method to feed the poor in the squatter camps, by the use of cell phones
to deliver food to the poor.
He was recognised for his role as an activist, particularly against the former regime,
including visits to prisoners in the high security section of the Pretoria jail,
representing school pupils charged with treason flowing from the 1976 Soweto riots. His service saw his suing the Government in a landmark decision, involving the Environment, and the prevention
of illegal cottages on the Wild Coast. He took steps in 1986, to hide 20 pupils from the Security Police, to enable them to
write their matric examinations, successfully.
Note : The above does not include his other activities such as being on the Boards of companies quoted on the Stock
Exchange, or being Chairman of many organisations such as the National Orchestra, or the SA Ballet, or the National
Zoo, or Round Table, and the fact that he was proposed by the late Anton Rupert to serve on the Paris Chamber of
Commerce.
The Award is not an annual event. Other recipients of the Award include the writer/liberal Alan Paton; Leah Tutu; Sally
Motlana; Saki Macozoma; Michael Cassidy.

Benjamin Nokaneng
Class of 1987

Went to St Alban’s briefly (2.5 years) and matriculated at CBC in 1992. Graduated
B.Com Accounting from UP, Honours Degree from University of KwaZulu Natal; MSc
Real Estate - University of Pretoria.
Ben heads the Investment Management portfolio which comprises of the Mast &
Towers, Asset Management, Programme Management Office, Property
Development, Strategic Projects and Technology.
Ben has extensive experience in property development, investments and property
services. He is also a seasoned finance professional that has experience in financial
accounting, management accounting, tax, auditing and corporate finance spanning a
number of industries including mining and property.
Prior to joining Gyro, he was both Finance Director of Thebe Property Asset
Management and a joint
managing partner in an unincorporated construction joint
venture - Thebe GD Irons Construction Joint Venture. He is a former Financial
Director of Kagiso Property Holdings which participated in various sectors of the real estate value chain. His
ingress into property began as a Finance Executive at Sunflower Housing Company established by Anglo
Platinum to provide housing for its employees in 2008.
Ben did his articles with Deloittes. He was a founder member of Excellerate Facilities Management. Ben is
Chairman of Johannesburg Housing Company (JHC), a preeminent non-profit social housing institution.
Charity: I am a trustee for GetonSkills Foundation and a regional committee member of CHOC (Northen
Region). Career: Chief - Investment Management for Gyro Group (100% subsidiary of Telkom Group)
.

.

.

.

Memories: Our English teacher - Linsey Reyburn comes to mind at the time. Amazing sense of humour and
yet very strict. left an indelible mark. Patrick Hamilton - headmaster at the time was quite the disciplinarian
as well. Times with the boys on and off the field of play, many fond memories. I would not know where to
start!
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Grant Christie
Class of 1999

Warrior500: Trekking for Tourism
2020 will forever be remembered as a year of great
uncertainty and immense challenges. For me, however,
there was one rather bright silver lining amidst the
otherwise overcast year: the Warrior500 initiative. This
unique, never-been-done-before expedition to walk 500km
in the greater Kruger and Panorama area aimed to raise
funds for vulnerable communities impacted by Covid-19’s
halt to tourism.

tracks. We received information that we had been in close
contact with someone who had tested positive for Covid-19.
We were absolutely gutted! Lengthy conversations about
possible options and the way forward ensued. We were
offered a place to self-isolate in one of the reserves and so
we spent two weeks cooped up in a little house rehashing
the entire itinerary and anxiously monitoring our vital signs.
Fortunately neither of us developed any symptoms and
after our involuntary timeout we got straight back on the
road.

Back in 2013 I resigned from my short career as a civil
engineer to walk the entire coastline of South Africa. Since
then I have spent most of my time in the outdoors and for
the last few years I have been working as a freelance hiking
guide, expedition leader and outdoor educator. As with
most industries, the Covid-19 pandemic abruptly brought
my income stream to a complete and indefinite halt. Just
two weeks into South Africa’s lockdown I received a phone
call from a woman I met on a charity trekking challenge in
the Drakensberg in 2019. Simone Bishop, owner of an
inbound tour operator, who was in a similar predicament
and had come up with this idea of a 500km walk to support
communities and asked if I’d be interested in joining her.
Before she could even finish her pitch I was in.

A secondary objective of the project was to showcase the
region as a world-class destination and to encourage
travellers to visit the area once travel could resume. It is
undoubtedly a spectacular and diverse region with so much
to offer; from big game in the lowveld, to the grassland and
fynbos above the escarpment, and indigenous forests in
between. We stayed at some of the continent’s most
exceptional lodges and met a host of incredible people. The
communities, despite being in such desperate need, were
so welcoming and enthusiastic. In spite of several major
challenges and falling far short of our fundraising goals this
expedition paved the way for continued support and
involvement with the beneficiary communities in the years
to come. It was an epic journey filled with wild encounters,
I eagerly set about mapping out the route. We would start humble reconnection and immense learning; a once-in-aand finish at Tinga Lodge in the Kruger National Park lifetime opportunity in the midst of a once-in-a-lifetime globmaking a big loop around the Kruger to Canyons Biosphere al crisis.
Reserve walking through the Sabi Sands, Kapama and For more information about the communities and:
Thornybush private game reserves, along the iconic www.warrior500.com
panorama route, across the Blyde River Canyon and
through the very communities we would be supporting. The Watch the documentary film:
projects include kindergartens, old age homes, digital www.youtube.com/watch?v=2n3dlIUFUYU&t=3s
learning centres, food security programmes and
conservation efforts. We enlisted the support of some
prominent figures to help boost the profile of the project:
former Springbok Bryan Habana, mountaineers Sibusiso
Vilane and Saray Khumalo, as well as Warrior Race hype
man Ricardo Gressel (aka WarriorRic) all agreed to lend
their support and walk a few miles with us.
The announcement of level 3 lockdown (and the backing of
the Department of Tourism) allowed us just enough
freedom to kick things off; and so on 02 July 2020 we took
our first few steps. We had barely found our stride though
when the virus reared its head and stopped us in our

Gabriel Pate
Class of 2016

I moved to Stellenbosch after WHPS and started high school at Paul Roos. It’s been absolutely amazing here! I am very, very happy.
I was chosen as a prefect for my matric year next year.
Memories: I have so many but I really loved the St John’s rugby festivals and how WHPS
taught me so much about rugby! I loved ALL our outings! Loved being the soccer captain!
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Erik Vermeulen
Class of 1985

In March 2020, while South Africa and the world were gripped in Lockdowns as a
result of COVID-19, Behavioural Strategist and Adventurer (and WHPS Old Boy)
Erik Vermeulen co-created “The Battle of the Sports” – an ambitious project to
harness the sporting talents of SA’s top sportsmen in an expedition to determine
which sport produces the toughest athletes. The challenge he set them was to
cover a course of 200km in under 96 hours; unsupported and unassisted under his
leadership. The goal? To unite South African sporting fans behind a reality-style TV
show in order to raise funds for COVID relief to support vulnerable communities.
With 4 teams, representing Cricket, Rugby, Soccer and Running, competing in the
challenge, Erik was afforded a front row seat to the strategies these guys use to excel on the international sports field.
And while the sporting heroes had to cover 200km, Erik accepted the challenge to walk 800km in just under 5 weeks.
Essentially, Erik walked the 200km route 4 times – each time leading the three sporting heroes which included the likes of
John Smit, Hanyani Shimange and Schalk Brits (Team Rugby); Siyabonga Nomvete, Matthew Booth and Teko Modise
(Team Soccer); Lance Klusener. Makhaya Ntini and Monde Zondeki (Team Cricket) and finally Team Running consisting
of Jenna Challenor, David Gatebe and Bong’musa Mtembu.
Obviously the toughest trip was the one with team Running due to their speed and focused determination. Team Cricket
surprised everyone (except Erik) by finishing the punishing 200km route in under three days with the basic idea of their
strategy being to not have a strategy but to keep moving at a consistent pace. They also provided an emotional end to
the Battle of the Sports by insisting that Erik crossed the finish line ahead of them whilst
they applauded his 800km trek.
Vermeulen is no stranger to tough challenges having summited some of the highest
mountains on the planet and leading expeditions all over the world, but he is adamant this
was physically one of the toughest – and mentally probably the toughest. He spent a total
of 12 days 7 hours and 26 minutes walking on Verneukpan.
The aim was to raise funds for COVID-19 relief to support vulnerable communities. For
more information you can visit: www.battleofthesports.co.za. And, as a veteran of over 20
years on the global conference speaking circuit, Erik is also sharing his experiences and
insights through his new presentation entitled “800”. He can be reached at
erik@ridgeline.global

Werner Bean
Class of 1989

Memory: The school was the only mixed-race school in Pretoria at the time and I had so
many great friends that were of different races. The school used to have after-hours
classes for underprivileged people in the community which I have never forgotten. We
really had such a close-knit community between all the students and the teachers. I will
always appreciate all the effort the School made to make us all feel so welcome. I still
have so many school pictures from when I was at WHPS - you did such a good job with
the amazing sport and School Grade Photos. WHPS was so beautiful. I remember all the
schoolboys running around playing soccer while all the other primary schools used to
play rugby. They used to ring an old bell and then we would come and get sandwiches in
the afternoon. I have fond memories of all the fun school holiday trips that WHPS
arranged for us. I loved all the sporting activities. I have fond memories of the
Headmaster, Patrick Hamilton. I have fond memories of the lunches we used to have after school. I also vividly
remember all the sports trips that we went on. There used to be an older lady who was the music teacher. I just
remember how scared we were of her’ she did not take any nonsense from us. I also remember the drama plays
(Jungle Book, Oliver Twist etc) I was involved in.
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Memories & Successes...
THINKING AHEAD TOWARDS CENTENARY CELEBRATIONS IN 2023
I look forward immensely to the 100th anniversary celebrations in 2023. I do hope the dreaded COVID-19
viral pandemic will be over by then. At least a vaccine should have been developed by that time.
However, if the Virus is still virulent in 2023, a virtual celebration of some kind could be held, bringing together WHPSians from around the world. Virtual conferences are now customary in the "New Era" (NE).
I have a beer mug in Wilf's, the thatched pub that used to be a tuck shop where I could buy a liquorice
stick for a penny in 1958, when I began as a New Boy. As an Old Boy, when we celebrate the 100th
anniversary, I really do hope to be able to visit the pub again. This time I will line up for some liquor, to
propose a toast to WHPS, the best school of its kind in the world.

If I am not alive in 2023, I will be at WHPS in spirit. After all, I am The Ghost, having played this role in
versions of Shakespeare's Hamlet on the WHPS stage more than once. I feel greatly honoured to have
been nominated for an Oscar. Ha Ha!
As The Ghost, I am eternally grateful for what WHPS did and gave to me.
When I am dead, just turn the Thackeray Mug upside down on its hook in the Wilf's Pub. And as The Ghost
said in Hamlet, "Remember Me" (before making an exit, off-stage).
I have one more Shakespearean quote. In "As You Like It", an actor says:
"All the world's a stage,
and all the men and women in it
merely players.
At first the infant,
and then the whining schoolboy,

going unwillingly to school".
But no! William Shakespeare was wrong! He should have written:
"And then the WHPSian schoolboys,
going Willingly to WHPS".
Remember THAT!
With thanks to WHPS
Francis Thackeray
(The Ghost in Hamlet)

Professor Francis Thackeray has kindly and very entertainingly
written one of our more recent Throw Back Thursdays. We hope you
enjoy it!
If you would like to also submit a Throw Back Thursday, please send
it on to oldboys@whps.co.za.

Kevin Waters

George Luis

Class of 2002

Class of 1978

Memories: Playing Medal of Honor
after prep in the BE. Wrestling on
the log over the pool. Bowling a hat
-trick, and sharing victor ludorum
with James Bashel. Talking with
the legend security guard Sarel.

High school at St Alban’s College, Military Service, a
brief spell of Teaching and have been a Restauranteur since 1989
Have recently been appointed GM at the
Restaurants at Casalinga Organic Farm
Memories: The sports field with Doran Herringer and
"Snys" Snyman. Any class given by Ron Samsom.
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#Throw Back Thursday
WHPS Throwback Thursday - Class of 1940
The 1940 Magazine was only published in January 1941, a
departure from normality, no doubt due to the general disruption
caused by the War.
The Headmaster’s Report commented – “During the year 1940,
there had been several changes on our Staff owing to the War. Our
School entertainment this year did not take place. It was thought
that the time and money given to making costumes etc. could be
better spent on War work and that the boys should forego this
pleasure. In August the School was used as a clearing station for
evacuated children from England, after the Mayor and Mayoress
had welcomed the children. Our boys entertained them and gave
them a cheerful and happy time.”

WHPS Throwback Thursday - Class of 1930
The Prospectus of Waterkloof House School, printed circa
1930, contains much interest to the historian within us. Of
first importance is the fact that the school badge which
appears on the cover and has not changed much in
comparison to the badge used today – the maroon Whippet
on a shield.

The prospectus included a photograph of the Main School
Building, and gives details of the educational facilities
available. It mentions, for instance, that the school is
‘equipped with the latest model film projector’ and that the
‘Syllabus provides a thorough preparation for entrance into
South African and English Public Schools’.

WHPS Throwback Thursday - Class of 1935
In the year 1935 the school had only 92 boys of which 38 were boarders. The
increase in the number of boarders necessitated the building of a new dormitory and
play-room. The School Library contained over a thousand volumes and the
Afrikaans section had been added.
The School had a well-equipped laboratory which was of great value to the boys as it
gave them a grounding in the use of apparatus and in the carrying out of scientific
experiments before they moved on to high school.
What promised to be a successful rugby season was spoilt by the influenza
epidemic, and the fact that the school holidays occurred in the middle of the
season.
The Annual School Entertainment was held on two successive days in November,
when four short plays were produced before most appreciative audiences. Scenes
from Dickens’ “Christmas Carol” were very well acted by a cast chosen from the
boarders. Two Afrikaans sketches were greeted with much applause. The fourth play
was most amusingly acted by boys from Form II.
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#Throw Back Thursday
WHPS Throwback Thursday - Class of 2005
From the Headmaster, Mr Doran Herringer’s Address: “It has
been a busy, sometimes crazy, creative, ground-breaking year.
One of the most stimulating times for me was attending the
International Headmasters’ Conference in Cape Town. The
theme was Ubuntu, meaning “I am because we are”. This theme
struck an instant chord, as the School’s chosen theme for the
year was “Caring and Sharing”, an idea which also embraces a
feeling of community. While on this track, another African
proverb sprang to mind. “It takes a village to raise a child”. As
with a village, the School is an entire community whose primary
goal is the raising, nurturing and educating of children.”
The Pre-Prep opened and with that broke 82 years of tradition WHPS has for the first time allowed girls to join its ranks.
The 2005 leavers were sent off with an African blessing:
May the sun fill your heart with warmth and light,
May the blue skies lift your spirits to a new height,
May your nights be filled with the song of cicadas,
May you sleep cooled by a gentle breeze.
May you never be without a shady sport,
May you always have food in plenty for your pot,
May your life be filled with many friendly happy faces,
And may you prosper in good health, love and peace
wherever your place is.

WHPS Throwback Thursday - Class of 1966
During 1966 there was an untimely epidemic of measles. Luckily the WHPS
annual School play went ahead with only a few boys having to fill in a
“measly” gap. That year the audience were regaled with the story of Ali Bla
Bla and the Caliph, interposed with witty and topical dialogue which, to the
obvious astonishment of some of the cast, caused much amusement and
applause from the audience.

From the Headmaster’s Report presented at Prize-Giving: “Sometimes in the
past Old Boys have returned to the school and have said to me, “My word,
the old place hasn’t changed at all” – a remark made, one felt, with great
affection, but nevertheless disconcerting,
particularly when fairly extensive alterations or
improvements to the grounds or buildings had
just been effected. However, the fact is that,
now, that remark simply cannot be made; the
old place has changed a great deal. And this
brings me to the chief item on this year’s news
– the erection of the new junior classroom
block.
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#Throw Back Thursday
WHPS Throwback Thursday - Class of 1997
With 1997 being the year leading up to WHPS’
75th birthday, there is no better summary than
this article from the WHPS Window, Second
Term 1997
From the Headmaster’s Desk - Gavin Sinclair:
"It certainly does not seem as if five years have
passed since we were preparing to celebrate
WHPS’ 70th birthday but if we are preparing for
our seventy-fifth now they must have! We have
enjoyed five years of our new pavilion (our 70th
birthday present to ourselves) and have seen
quite a number of other changes between then
and now. This particular WHPS Window
highlights some of those changes which have
been more than physical. Our new Music Centre
has broadened our cultural horizons and has
enabled us to dramatically improve on what we
offer musically, and the new Nicolson Street block has made a huge difference to pupils’ and teachers’ lives,
introducing Design & Technology to the boys and providing wonderful facilities for teaching and learning of Art
and Science."

WHPS Throwback Thursday - Class of 2003
There have been a few requests for this year and we would not want to
disappoint our audience…
The year 2003 marked the 80th anniversary of the School. In the
yearbook there are a few comparisons to the “then” and “now” and future
plans that were on the table for the following year. You can easily gather
how much planning had gone in the offerings at WHPS. Lianne Marsh
(Senior Prep Head) mentions that 2003 saw the consolidation of a
number of firsts to be introduced on the Academic front. Additional
support classes in Maths and English for Grades 4 – 7, a new Prep venue, theme outlines for all subjects, a very successful Entrepreneurship
Programme and a diverse Club Programme.
Mr Doran Herringer took over the School’s leadership as Headmaster in
2003 after already having served at WHPS for 30 years. In 2003 we still
had prefects and Kgosi Mabotja was our Headboy.
One of the year’s highlights was the first ever music tour. In September
the Senior Choir and Orchestra, 55 boys in all set off on the tour to Natal.
The senior Play, Robin Hood – The Truth Behind the Legend, had the
audience engaged for two hours. The boys showed that they had learnt,
not only acting skills, but the true theatrical requirements of commitment,
communication and respect for their fellow performers.
During the Grade 7 Project Term the boys undertake a Public Speaking
course. The Grade 7’s of 2003 gave the judges a very difficult time. The
standard of speeches, content and presentation was so uniformly
excellent that the judges were overwhelmed and found the final grading
to be an onerous task.
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#Throw Back Thursday
WHPS Throwback Thursday - Class of 1994
The 1994 yearbook contains the following Standard 5
Howlers. These are questions from a general
knowledge test that received some questionable but
very entertaining answers. We hope you enjoy
them…
What does an ornithologist study?
Ornaments
Noses
Correct answer: Birds
From which body part is the most heat lost?
Mouth… Ears… Hands… Armpits… Feet… Fingertips… Side of stomach…
Correct answer: Head & Neck
What is it called when the sun, moon and earth are all
in line?
Horison
Correct answer: Lunar Eclipse
What sport uses a jack?
Poker… Ralley Racing… Cricket… Culing… Haki
sak… Jill…
Correct answer: Boccia
What is the Southern Cross?
People that care for street children
It is a cross
A star sign
Correct answer: It is a constellation centred on four
stars in the southern sky in a bright portion of the
Milky Way.
What do you call a ship which sails under water?
Capsized
Correct answer: Submarine

WHPS Throwback Thursday - Class of 1985
Quoted from the Parents Newsletter, no 1 of
1985.

Headmaster’s Message – Patrick Hamilton
“The year 1985 with the school having reached
the magical number of 300 pupils is upon us and I
wish all Parents, Staff and Boys a Happy and
Prosperous year. I look forward to 1985 greatly,
as during the course of the year our new Assembly Hall cum Theatre coupled with the Boarders’
Room will be completed and this facility will
greatly add to what we already enjoy here at
WHPS.”
Back then the Computer room only housed 10
Atari 800 computers and standard 3 – 5 had a
weekly lesson in Logo (a computer language or
series of programmes designed to increase the
ability of the children to think for themselves).
Even back then the comment was made that the
Grade 1s seem as much at home in front of a
computer keyboard as any of the adults felt
behind the wheel of a motorcar.
When an item of clothing, a book, a suitcase or
anything else which a pupil brought to school is
found, it was handed in to the Matron. You could
recover your property for a charge of 50c per
item.
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#Throw Back Thursday
WHPS Throwback Thursday - Class of 1958
This TBT has been written by Professor Francis Thackeray. We hope you enjoy this article from the pen of an Old Boy.

Prehistoric WHPSians and the discovery used in the Cradle of Humankind long long ago,
of stone tools on Pop’s field - Francis Thackeray in a controlled manner.
WHPS is well known for its excellent
schoolboys who obtain their Wisdom and their
extraordinary Skills from inspiring teachers at
our famous school. WHPSians have been
highly Skilled and Wise for almost 100 years.
But hey - did you know that WHPS was also
the site where prehistoric people lived about
100 000 years ago? Let’s call them prehistoric
WHPSians. They too were filled with Wisdom
and were highly skilled. You will ask me – how
do I know? Well, as an archaeologist and as a
palaeontologist, I ought to know. The answer
lies in stones, notably stone tools that were
manufactured by Stone Age people many
thousands of years ago.
In my “anecdotage” (a new word), let me tell
you a story. Long, long ago I began at WHPS
in 1958. In that year it was recognised by Wilf
MacRobert that something needed to be done
about the problematic sloping cricket field.
After all, the school had produced fine
cricketers such as Eddie Barlow (our very own
Springbok) and Patrick Hamilton. But they had
learnt their cricketing skills on a field that
sloped at an angle of about 10 degrees!
(Maybe I exaggerate a little). Can you imagine
the potential implications? For example, you
might hit the ball low on the ground towards the
boundary, such that you would have expected it
to be a definite “four” - only to see that the ball
quickly slowed down as it rolled upslope. And
perhaps it would never reach the boundary!
This would have been of grave concern,
especially if the match could be won or lost
depending on just one crucial run.
So Wilf MacRobert decided to level the lower
cricket field, which was given the name Pop’s
field in honour of Pop. A big bulldozer was
brought in to remove vast quantities of soil,
which was then carried away in big trucks. I
remember well the noise of those machines
during lessons, but it was always fun to watch
the excavations during the break periods.
On one occasion a huge black boulder was
exposed, too big to be moved by the bulldozer,
and too big to be broken manually with
sledgehammers.
So
the
20th
century
WHPSians resorted to their Wisdom that had
been passed down to them from their Wise and
Skilled ancestors thousands of years ago. The
WHPSians built a big fire around and over the
big black rock. It was a fire of the kind that was

After a few days, buckets of water were brought
in. When the cold water was thrown against the
extremely hot rock, it caused it to crack with an
extremely big bang, and split into smaller
pieces that the bulldozers could manage. What
a Wise thing to do. But we always knew that
WHPSians are clever.
While the bulldozers were doing their
excavations, a Wise geologist named Tony
Brink discovered that there were wonderful
stone tools in the soil. Clearly these were the
work of clever prehistoric WHPSians,
thousands of years ago. Tony called in a
professional archaeologist, Revil Mason (a
good friend of mine who sadly passed away
only a month ago).
Revil studied them most carefully, according to
their shape and mode of manufacture. His
official report was published in the glossy
WHPS magazine, to great acclaim. WHPS
could be proud of its Stone Age Heritage!
Among the stone tools discovered in 1958 and
1959 were spherical objects that can be
classified as “polyhedral cores”. Skilled Stone
Age Men (and no doubt also Stone Age
Women) were able to knock off flakes from the
core, to produce a sphere as big as a cricket
ball.
At the 75th anniversary of WHPS, in 1998, Tony
Brink and I officially declared that these (and
additional) spherical artefacts were in fact
Stone Age Protocricket Balls. Trevor Quirk was
a witness to this declaration. Rugby may have
been invented on the playing fields of a school
in Rugby in England, but cricket had most
definitely been invented at WHPS, on Pop’s
field, at least 100,000 years ago – or at least
that is what Thackeray and Brink certified.
You can see some of the WHPSian artefacts
on display in the WHPS museum. And in the
WHPS Theatre you can also see other stone
tools on display, ones which were donated by
Tony Brink whom I remember fondly as a good
friend, a fine actor in Gilbert & Sullivan
performances, and an excellent geologist with
strong archaeological interests
WHPS is the best school of its kind in the
world. And we can be truly proud of our
prehistoric WHPSian forefathers, foremothers
and their children, who were all Wise and highly
Skillful, thousands of years ago.
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Class of 2015 Reunion

2020 hasn’t been a year that many have enjoyed, but one thing
that will surely be remembered is the class of 2015 reunion. This
was a special time for many of us as we got to take a trip down
memory lane while the WHPS kitchen staff blessed us with their
amazing food. Many laughs were shared as Mr Neilson decided
to share some of the stories we maybe thought we’d never hear
again. The reunion was such a great time as we got to appreciate
the wonderful preparatory school that we as WHPSians were
privileged to attend.
Isaac Khelo - St Alban’s College Head Boy 2020
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Prawn Braai
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Big Walk
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Remembrance Day

Memorial Gate
By Mervyn Woodrow
There’s a plaque on the wall of the old stone gate,
That stands at the side of our school,
Where I and my friends used to run and jump
And shout and play the fool.
And I read one day, the names on the plaque,
Then the date and the words “Great War”
And I wished that I knew how such a few
Could make a war at all!
When my father came to take me home
I showed him the plaque on the wall.
“My son” he said, “these are the names of the dead
Men who answered their country’s call.”
Told of Africa’s dust, Europe’s mud and blood,
Of the frightful fields of France,
How a few of the best gave their lives so the rest
Could survive and have the chance
To inherit their dream: work hard, play straight,
Live in freedom and peace and joy.
He said, “Honour the names of the boys who died,
They were men although only boys.
So now when I sit and read their names
After school as I quietly wait,
I remember the schoolboys who gave of their best.
In their honour the old school gate.
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New @ WHPS
Grade 7 Leavers’ Gift - Tshepong - Place of Hope
Excerpt from Rory Richardson’s Chairman of the WHPS Parents’ Association address given at the opening of Tshepong.
My epiphany came when Natalie and I were living in London and it was during the decade of the RAVE – basically a dance
party with thumping house music.
Here it is – the SECRET to life is… STORIES and MOVES. As mentioned, this is just a figment of my unstable imagination, but
it works like this…
Having success and money is not everything but having happiness is. And to have a truly happy and fulfilled life we need to
make our own stories (and lots of them) and also be part of great stories. We need to be able to recount things that make us
smile, that make us cry, that make us happy because the more stories we have the more we have lived. Already we have a
great story about COVID-19.
This is a massive event in our history and when you think back on 2020 at WHPS you will inevitably think of COVID.
BUT, you can just imagine how this story is going to sound by the time you chaps get to relay this to your own children - “Kids,
it was a tough time, everyone locked up in their houses, people running up and down their driveways 500 times a day, massive
boom in bootlegging and cigarette prices, field hospitals, Netflix, mass hysteria, we had absolutely no toilet paper…. And that
had nothing to do with the online explosion…blah blah…
And as we approach the end of your time at WHPS, another story immediately comes to mind - an absolutely amazing Leavers’
Lunch on Saturday. Thank you to all involved. It was a special day.
The second part of the secret is MOVES! It doesn’t matter what it is or what other people think about your moves. You have to
believe in this yourself and only you. Personally, I always focused on dance moves (like I say, it doesn’t matter what others
think about my moves but, I still believe that some white men can dance) AND I’m almost sure it’s the dance moves that got me
my lovely wife. But your Moves can be anything: a party trick, a pick-up line, continuous acts of kindness, a song.
There it is – fill your life with lots of stories and throw in a few good moves and I think
you’re going to have a pretty good life.
After today you will officially become ‘old boys’ of WHPS - this is a very special club.
The bonds that you’ve created here are very strong. Remember each other, support
each other, back each other. This is your network. As parents we chose WHPS to give
you all the best chance of success in your future. I think we chose very well. Stick
together, look after each other and you will find that you have a very powerful force
with you as you move into adulthood and I have a suspicion that this pavilion will be
the place you’ll meet in years to come. Yes, I can see the message on your WhatsApp
Group: “Sure, Sure Gents, – let’s meet at 2pm at Tshepong’s place.”
Rory Richardson
WHPS Parents Association Chairman
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New @ WHPS
Next year, two Old Boys will be returning to WHPS. But this time they will not be seated at
a school desk. Welcome to Altus Moolman who has been appointed as the Class Music
teacher and Ndumiso Mtshali that has taken up the Grade 4 Class teacher position.
Altus Moolman

Ndumiso Mtshali

Class of 2004

Class of 2007

“Music... will help dissolve your perplexities and purify
your character and sensibilities, and in time of care and
sorrow, will keep a fountain of joy alive in you.”
― Dietrich Bonhoeffer

I grew up in Pretoria, and was fortunate enough to attend
Waterkloof House Preparatory School (WHPS). As a
WHPSian, I was exposed to countless forms of music,
sports and academic pursuits. As a student, I remember
long Saturday afternoons vigorously competing in
matches on the cricket and rugby fields, early morning
swimming and interhouse competitions. I recall orchestra
rehearsals, music tours, hours and hours of music theory
exam preparations and concerts in the Linder Auditorium.
Break times were spent playing stingers and open
gates, and ‘snipers’ with rulers to always keep tabs on
where our teachers were.
I have had the privilege of playing music from a very
young age. Pursuing success in cello has been my main
focus from the moment I held the instrument for the first
time. Playing in numerous national and international
orchestras gave me the opportunity to gain experience
and learn from greats like Melanie Dos Santos, Lynette
Pruneau, Anmari vd Westhuizen, Ilkka Uurtimo and Maria
Kliegel. Coaching various Serenade groups and
Instrumental Ensembles in universities allowed me to
develop as a vocal/orchestral arranger and conductor,
allowing for opportunities to compete with boys
preparatory choirs internationally. While studying a B.Mus
degree at the University of the Free State I specialized in
cello and music technology.
"Only become a musician if
there is absolutely no other
way you can make a living" is
a phrase I have heard several
times growing up, but music
has yet to relieve me of its
grasp. I am excited to take up
the baton of the choirs at
WHPS, and to elevate the
already distinguished music
department so as to truly
advance the potential of
every young gentleman.

"I'm sports crazy,
rugby, soccer and
athletics whether it is
playing the sport or
simply watching the
sports on TV, I'm a
happy camper. I
love being in the
outdoors, exploring
nature and running
through trails.
I've recently become
quite a literature
lover, I find a lot of
peace in writing
poetry or general
musings and reading
up on what other fellow enthusiasts are thinking
about.
I'm so very excited to be a part of the WHPS family
again in a more hands-on role in the teaching team
from 2021. It is so surreal to come full circle and
work alongside some of the very teachers that have
taught me. I remember the anticipation of being able
to go to the tuckshop as the bell rang, running out of
the classroom all the way to the Pavillion where Mrs
van Rooyen and her husband waited patiently for us.
I remember all our Johannesburg soccer fixtures, my
first rugby game at St Benedict's. Running the Ludi
'n Ludo and all our Sports Days. You can't imagine
how much you miss it all until you leave at the end of
Grade 7.
Lastly I remember singing the school song. I still
catch myself lost in the tune, mid-whistle. I can't wait
to sing it again in the school hall."

Appreciation
Courage
Integrity
Passion
Respect
Responsibility
Old Boys’
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From the Editor
As 2020 draws to a close, we look back at everything that we are
thankful for. We are thankful for good health, the first online AGM,
resilient and adaptable children, technology we have available at WHPS,
our beautiful campus and a supportive and loving WHPS community.
I am personally very thankful for another bumper edition of the WHPS
Old Boys’ Chronicle. Thank you to every Old Boy, Family member and
School representative who keep us updated with what is happening in
the Old Boys Community. Please continue to forward information on Old
Boys’ achievements and news to oldboys@whps.co.za. (Please click here to submit your
memories via Google form)

Thank you to every Old Boy who has registered and spend some time on our AlumNet
platform. We are looking forward to growing our platform and database and hope that you will
enjoy the content planned for you. If you require assistance with regard to AlumNet, please do
not hesitate to contact me.

WHPS

Online Portal

Closed Group

We are aiming to have contact details of all Old Boys by end 2022. If you are able assist with
updating any details, we would greatly appreciate it. We are looking for Old Boys from each
year group to please put their hands up to help reach out to your fellow WHPSians.
Please make sure you are following us and connecting with us on our Social Media Platforms.
All links are listed on the right.

WHPS Old Boys

Hope to see you at WHPS soon!
Work Hard Play Straight
Natasha Hauptfleisch
WHPS Old Boys Administrator

www.whpsschool.com/oldboys-association/

WHPS

REQUEST FOR
PHOTOS / MEMORIES
Mr. Gordon Delaney is
currently working on the
sequel to W.H.I.P.S. - The
Story of a Preparatory
School.

@WaterkloofHousePrepSchool

If you have any photos
dating from 1970 to current,
or have any interesting
facts or stories we may not
be aware of, kindly forward
them to:
oldboys@whps.co.za

@workhardplaystraight

www.whpsschool.com
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